To: Customers of the High Performance M30 Tactical Flashlight  
From: The Garrett Wade Technical Department

Congratulations on your decision to purchase the High Performance M30 Tactical Flashlight. We think it is a most remarkable new product. This memo is intended to supplement the instruction booklet and to help you get the most out of your new flashlight. Please read it carefully.

**General Information**

Your M30 comes with a stainless steel strike bezel that screws into the front of the flashlight. As this light has military and law enforcement applications, the bezel, which is a self defense accessory, is included with every flashlight. If you have no use for it, simply unscrew it and store it away.

The M30 operates at three power levels - 8, 120 and 700 lumens. The lowest setting is intended for maximum battery life preservation when a low light output is all you need, while the middle level will serve for most routine needs. The highest level will deliver unexcelled brightness and extraordinary range - be careful to never shine the light directly in anyone's eyes - yet depletes battery life the fastest, and so is best used only when the situation demands. The fourth operational mode is an extremely bright and powerful strobe. The switch on the side of the tail cap assembly (“S”) cycles through the four modes, and provides direct activation of the strobe when the flashlight is switched off. The large push button at the rear is the power on/off control.

One of the most useful accessories that comes standard with the M30 is the Diffuser Lens that fits over the end of the flashlight. The lens serves to completely diffuse the output into a broad, even light that is very good for large-area illumination. The Diffuser works in all three output modes, and we have found it to be exceptionally useful. Also included is a leather holster with a belt hook, and a fitted carrying case.

**Battery Information**

Your M30 comes supplied with a set of 4 CR123A non-rechargeable batteries. Extra sets of 4 CR123A batteries can be ordered using stock number 04D03.05 ($12.95). You can order 2 #18650 rechargeable batteries and a plug-in 115V Charger using stock number 04D03.07 ($49.50), and order additional pairs of #18650 batteries using 04D03.08 ($29.00). We recommend that you get an extra pair of the #18650 initially as the charge time is 12 to 24 hours.
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